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1. ALEX KATZ (P.S. 1, New York; Saatchi Gallery, London) It’s been a big, big year for the hepKatz. A
formidable retrospective of his landscapes at P.S. 1 this spring lent support to the notion that there are
more than four seasons; and a display last winter at the Saatchi Gallery—twentysix bigtohuge canvases
in all genres from 1972 to 1996—was one of the most spectacularly scenic painting installations this
viewer has seen.
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2. JORGE PARDO (Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles) His covered lakeside pier was a lovely
place in which to while away a rainstorm two summers ago in Münster, but the 3,000squarefoot
redwoodclad house he’s built on a tight hillside lot in the Mount Washington area of Los Angeles would
be the place to hang your hat if Pardo weren’t planning to live there himself. Realized in a cannily fresh
looking uridiom of late modernist styles, in particular those associated with LA Case Study houses of the
’50s and ’60s, the house—aka “the exhibition”—was outfitted with some custombuilt furniture, an edition
of about a hundred Veniniesque hanging lamps made by the artist (and on loan from the Museum
Boijmans Van Beuningen in Rotterdam), and a few provisional pieces from IKEA. “The exhibition,”
accompanied by an assembleityourself catalogue, was seraphically poised on the convergence point of
art, concept, design, architecture, romance, and real estate—Viva Los Angeles!—but I still want to know
who exactly paid for what.
3. NEST A diffuse homogenizing light has been casting its virtual glow on just about everything in sight
lately. So three cheers for Joseph Holtzman! The recently published second issue of Nest, Holtzman’s
nowquarterly magazine of actually interesting interiors, is the triumph of an albatross over lemmings.
Even more wideranging than the first number, which came out a year ago and featured articles on an
IKEA displaydesigner’s New Jersey attic shrine to Farrah Fawcett and a fifteenyearold decorating
“client” at home in his Baltimore rooms, the new Nest spans the economic distance between a Garouste
and Bonetti “carte blanche” job for a Hong Kong Maecenas and the personalized cells of four inmates in a
New Mexico women’s prison. Production values are lush (yet the cover price is reasonable); care is given
to text; coyness and correctitude are nowhere to be found. It’s got guts, an eye, and a pulse.
4. HEAD ON (dir. Ana Kokkinos) Nicknamed “hard on” for good reason, this first featurelength film by Ana
Kokkmos (adapted from Christos Tsiolkas’s novel Loaded) concerns a very busy day and night in the life of
Ari, a nineteenyearold Greek lad from Melbourne. So it’s about being Australian and Greek, young and
Greek, gay and Greek, a brother and Greek, a son and Greek, a friend and Greek, angry and Greek,
druggy and Greek, arrested and Greek, frisked and Greek, etc. All the GreekAustralian characters are
played by GreekAustralian actors, led by—ouch!—Alex Dimitriades, and they (along with a smattering of
nonGreeks) are all wonderful. Perhaps because the director is a woman (and Greek and Australian), this
movie steers clear of campishclonish clichés. The cinematographer, Jaems Grant, is a comer.
5. MAXWELL HENDLER (Patricia Faure Gallery, Los Angeles) Now in his sixties and underknown, this
Houstonborn Los Angeles painter was apparently the first contemporary artist to hang in New York at the
Met—in 1975, under Henry Geldzahler’s aegis. At the time he was an exquisite and anxious realist, along
the lines of Vija Celmins or Rackstraw Downes, but since around 1980 he’s been making sublimely spare,
colorcued, constructed paintings that might look like Minimalist abstractions were it not for the fact that
those colors are so damn specific: Is it Formica, or pink resin stain, is it the real ketchup soup or merely
the mock . . . Anyway, he’s an avatar for a lot of recent Memorex painting (see below) and should be
feted.
6. LAURA OWENS (Gavin Brown Enterprise, New York; Loyola University, Chicago; ACME, Los Angeles)
A twentyeightyearold case in point, and, quite understandably, this year’s It Girl for collectors—viz.
three nearly simultaneous solo shows, in three cities. I particularly liked the four notquiteidentical
bumblebee paintings she made to accessorize the four notquiteidentical bedroom sets by her boyfriend,
Jorge Pardo, at Patrick Painter. Will she, too, be sleeping in “the exhibition”?
7. TRACEY MOFFATT (Dia Center for the Arts, New York) Another It Girl, with a dybbuk, from Down
Under. At age thirteen, in the suburbs of stodgy Brisbane, she made her friends get into costumes and
pose for her camera. The three prints she recently produced of these badseedJuliaMargaretCameron
tableaux are pretty possessed—especially her illtempered Nativity. And her video of surfers changing
next to their cars in a Bondi Beach parking lot was most aptly named: They’re all gorgeous in Heaven,
and they all see her peeping.
8. PATRICIA CRONIN (White Columns, New York) An It Girl from Manhattan (via Boston) who paints
horses. And her multifarious Tack Room installation, which will travel to Hartford next year in a show
called “Horseplay,” does for this most wholesome of female perversions what Mike Bidlo’s drawings do for
Duchamp’s urinal.
9. MIKE BIDLO (Tony Shafrazi Gallery, New York) See above.
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10. RICHARD SERRA, TORQUED ELLIPSES (The Geffen Contemporary, Los Angeles) No choice, really,
but to put him last: He seems to feel he’s in headon competition not with artists but with Nature. See
these, not the Grand Canyon, first.
Lisa Liebmann is a writer based in New York and a frequent contributor to Artforum.
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